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Although topological insulators (TIs) are known to be robust against non-magnetic perturbations
and exhibit edge or surface states as their distinct feature, experimentally it is known that vacancies
often occur in these materials and impose strong perturbations. Here we investigate effects of
vacancies on the stability of Z2 topological order using the Kane-Mele (KM) model as a prototype of
topological insulator. It is shown that even though a vacancy is not classified as a topological defect
in KM model, it generally induces a pair of degenerate midgap states only in the TI phase. We show
that these midgap states results from edge states that fit into vacancies and are characterized by the
same Z2 topological order. Furthermore, in the presence of many vacancies, an impurity band that
is degenerate with edge states in energy is induced and mixes directly with edge states. However,
the Z2 topological order persists and edge states exist between the impurity band and perturbed
bulk bands until a phase transition occurs when Dirac cones near Dirac points are depleted. Our
analyses indicate that the same scenario holds for point vacancies or line of vacancies in 3D TIs as
well.
PACS numbers: 73.20.Hb, 73.43.-f
I. INTRODUCTION
Building low dimensional electronic systems has been a
focus of intense interest since the discovery of low dimen-
sional materials such as carbon nanotubes and graphene.
Recent theoretical and experimental works on topolog-
ical order of materials [1–3] have led to the discovery
of a different route to construct low dimensional elec-
tronic systems through a new class of materials, called
topological insulators (TIs). In these materials, surface
states or edge states arise in the boundaries of bulk
insulating materials and can host electrons in low di-
mensions. Depending on the dimension of the mate-
rials, a two-dimensional TI hosts one-dimensional gap-
less edge states while a three-dimensional TI hosts two-
dimensional gapless Dirac Fermions. These low dimen-
sional surface states or edges arise from Z2 topological
order of bulk states [1] and are protected by symmetries
of bulk states.
Theoretically, the fundamental reason for the emer-
gence of surface states or edge states in TI is due to un-
derlying Z2 topological structure in the bulk state. Since
topological order is protected by associated symmetries
[4], surface states and edge states in TIs are considered
to be robust against bulk disorders that do not break
the time-reversal symmetry that is associated with Z2
topological order. The robustness against disorders is
the key to potential technological applications and hence
a great effort has been dedicated to understanding the
behavior of the topological materials in the presence of
disorders [5–10, 12]. Indeed, surface states or edge states
are shown to persist in the presence of weak disorders
[5]. However, it is also found that in the presence of
disorders, anomalous transmutation between TI and in-
sulators with trivial topology may happen [9, 10, 12]. In
particular, in computer simulations of a HgTe quantum
well, it is discovered that an ordinary insulating state
can be transformed into a topological insulator, called
topological Anderson insulator [10, 11]. The mechanism
behind the transformation is shown to be related to the
renormalization of Z2 topological index by disorders near
the Dirac points [12] and the transformation may also de-
pend on type of disorders [13]. Hence while TI is robust
against perturbations, the exact phase boundary for TI
may subject to change in the presence of disorders.
Experimentally, it is found that strong perturbations
such as lattice defects often occur in topological insula-
tors [14]. From the experience in other similar materials
characterized by Dirac Hamiltonian, the presence of lat-
tice defects often induces peculiar properties. In the case
of graphene, it was found that vacancies can give rise to
magnetic moments and turn graphene into a ferromag-
net [15]. For topological insulators, it is shown that lat-
tice defects with non-trivial topology also induce bound
states [16]. However, in the tetradymite semiconductor
Bi2Se3 that has been most extensively investigated, the
most common observed lattice defects are selenium va-
cancies, which are not topological defects. These vacan-
cies are believed to give rise to electron doping and in-
crease the conductivity of bulk states dramatically [14].
Furthermore, there are also evidences that vacancies may
induce an impurity band that affects current transporta-
tion [17]. Since vacancies do not break time-reversal sym-
metry, their presence is consistent with symmetries that
are associated with Z2 topological order. However, in-
stead of being weak, vacancies are considered as strong
perturbations and may change the topological structure
of TI. It is therefore interesting and crucial to examine
robustness of TI in the presence of vacancies.
In this paper, we will examine the stability of Z2 topo-
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2logical order in the presence of vacancies using the Kane-
Mele model. It is shown that even though vacancies
are not classified as topological defects in the Kane-Mele
model [18], the original Z2 topological order insures that
midgap bound states are induced only in topologically
nontrivial phase. Based on Green’s function analysis of
edge states [19], we show that these midgap bound states
are remanent edge states and form an impurity band in
the presence of many vacancies. We shall show that the
impurity band coexists with edge states when the Z2
topological order persists until the spectral weights of
Dirac cones near Dirac points are depleted. Finally, we
briefly extend our analyses to three dimensions and show
that there must be midgap bound states associated with
point vacancies or line of vacancies in 3D TIs as well.
II. THEORETICAL FORMULATION AND
MIDGAP BOUND STATES NEAR A VACANCY
We start with the Kane-Mele model on a honeycomb
lattice. The Hamiltonian is given by [1]
H = −t
∑
<i,j>
c†i cj + i
λSO
3
√
3
∑
<<i,j>>
νijc
†
iσ
zcj
+ i
2λR
3
∑
<i,j>
c†i (σ × dˆij)zcj
+λv
∑
i
µic
†
i ci +
∑
i
Vic
†
i ci, (1)
where c†i = (c
†
i↑, c
†
i↓) creates an electron at lattice site i.
The first term accounts for nearest-neighbor hoppings.
The second term is a spin-orbit interaction between next
nearest neighbors, in which νij = (2/
√
3)(dˆ1 × dˆ2) · zˆ
with dˆ1 and dˆ2 being two nearest-neighbor bonds that
connect site j to site i, and σ are the Pauli matrices.
The third term is the Rashba coupling. The fourth term
characterizes the sublattice site energies with µi = +1
(−1) for i ∈ A (B) sites. This term will be considered
only in this section. The last term is the random disor-
der potential that models the impurities, where Vi takes
a nonvanishing value of V only at impurity sites. In the
usual treatment of disorder potential, it often assumes
that Vi is smooth and is characterized by its correlation
function 〈ViVj〉. Here, however, by taking Vi → ∞, i
site is excluded for electrons to visit and hence the limit
Vi → ∞ simulates a vacancy at i site. As we shall see,
the new ingredient of the lattice vacancy is the possibility
of inducing bound states near a vacancy site, which can
not be obtained perturbatively by using 〈ViVj〉. Note
that vacancies can be also modeled by cutting all rele-
vant couplings to sites of vacancies and it can be shown
that this approach yields the same results in low energy
sectors where energy bands occupy. In the following, all
energies and lengths will be in units of t and a (lattice
constant) respectively.
FIG. 1: (a) A single vacancy locates at the origin ~r = (0, 0) ≡
0, which belongs to A sublattice. (b) A line of point vacancies
that are marked by open circles cut an infinite honeycomb lat-
tice into two semi-infinite honeycomb lattices with two edges
marked by red lines. After partial Fourier transformation,
for each Fourier mode, the system is dimensionally reduced
to an effective vacancy in one dimension. Note that curving
one of the edges can form a vacancy shown in (a), indicating
that mid-gap bound states near a vacancy can be formed by
suitable superposition of edge states.
We shall first consider the case of a single vacancy lo-
cated at the origin ~r = (0, 0) ≡ 0 that is located at A
site. The configuration is shown in Fig. 1(a). According
to the classification made Ref. [18], far from a vacancy
in 2D, there is no non-trivial winding number associated
with the hole introduced by a vacancy and hence a va-
cancy is not a topological defect. However, this does not
imply that there is no midgap bound state associated
with a vacancy. In fact, in the continuum limit for HgTe
where the Dirac point is at Γ point, by approximating a
vacancy as a circular hole with radius R, it is found that
midgap bound states survive with energies being half of
the gap magnitude in the limit R → 0 [20]. In the con-
tinuum limit, electrons that occupy the midgap bound
states can be viewed as Dirac fermions in a particular
curved space [21]. Hence a midgap bound state in a sin-
gle vacancy results from a superposition of edge states
that are curved into the circular surrounding of the va-
cancy. However, for a vacancy in a honeycomb lattice,
the situation is quite different. As shown in Fig. 1(a), a
vacancy has a finite size and its surrounding is not in a
circular shape. In addition, Dirac points are located at
finite wave vectors for honeycomb lattices. It is neces-
sary to examine whether there are midgap bound states
associated with vacancies.
To clarify the issue of whether midgap bound states
will be induced by a single vacancy, we resort to method
of the Green’s function, which has the advantage of
not being restricted by finite size effects. In the pres-
3ence of impurities or vacancies, the Green’s function
Gαβ(~r, ~r
′, E) that describes the amplitude for the elec-
tron of energy E to propagate from ~r′ with spin compo-
nent β to the position ~r with spin component α satisfies
(E −H)G(~r, ~r′, E) = δ~r,~r′ , (2)
where we have collectively represented Gαβ by the 2 ×
2 matrix G. If we denote the Green’s function in the
absence of vacancies by g(~r, ~r′, E), we find that for a
single impurity at ~r = 0, G satisfies
G(~r, ~r′, E) = g(~r, ~r′, E) + g(~r,0, E)V G(0, ~r′, E)
= g(~r, ~r′, E) + g(~r,0, E)Tg(0, ~r′, E), (3)
where T is the T-matrix for a single vacancy at ~r = 0
and can be written as
T = V + V gV + V gV gV + · · · = V (1− gV )−1 . (4)
If H supports midgap bound states, G must contain ener-
gies of the midgap bound states as poles in E. Therefore,
the energies of midgap bound states, E0, are determined
by [15]
det (1− gV )|E=E0 = 0. (5)
In the limit of V → ∞, the impurity becomes a va-
cancy. Eq. (5) reduces to equations that determine E0
for midgap bound states of vacancies
det g(0,0, E0) = g11 (0,0, E0) g22 (0,0, E0)
− g12 (0,0, E0) g21 (0,0, E0) = 0, (6)
where 1 and 2 represent spin up and down respectively.
We shall show in below that the existence of a midgap
bound state for a single vacancy results from the exis-
tence of edge states.
To connect edge states with midgap bound states of a
single vacancy, we shall start from a system that is a Z2
topological insulator. Hence there are helical edges states
for any edges. Furthermore, the energy spectrum of edge
states is a Dirac-like spectrum [1]. For a given edge along
ζ-direction, since it is translationally invariant along ζ-
direction, the system can be dimensionally reduced to
one dimension by a partial Fourier transformation along
ζ-direction. Let the wave vector along ζ be kζ . The
existence of edge states thus implies that there are states
with energies E being inside the bulk energy gap and
being in the form [1]
E = µζ ± vζkζ , (7)
where vζ is the speed of helical edge states and µζ is the
intersecting energy of two helical modes (energy of the
Dirac point). Note that the effective Hamiltonian that
gives rise to the helical spectrum of Eq. (7) is a Dirac
Hamiltonian and can be written as [1]
Heff =
(
µζ vζkζ
vζkζ µζ
)
, (8)
where Heff is a 2 × 2 matrix in the spin space. In the
following, we shall show that a midgap bound state for
a single vacancy is essentially a weighted superposition
of edge states of all possible orientations (denoted by ζ)
characterized by Eq. (7).
We now consider creating edges by introducing a line
of point vacancies in an infinite honeycomb lattice as il-
lustrated in Fig. 1(b). The vacancy line cuts the infinite
honeycomb lattice into two semi-infinite honeycomb lat-
tices with two edges. As we shall show in below, after
partial Fourier transformation on coordinates along the
vacancy line, for each Fourier mode kζ , the vacancy line
becomes a point. That is, through dimensional reduc-
tion, the vacancy line and edge states that are associ-
ated with two edges reduce to an effective vacancy with
midgap bound states in one dimension. The connection
of midgap bound states for a single vacancy to edge states
is thus established. From this point of view, we may as-
sume that the vacancy line passes through ~r = 0 and
its direction is denoted as ζ-direction. Hence the result-
ing edge for each semi-infinite honeycomb lattice is along
ζ-direction. For later usage, we denote the direction per-
pendicular to ζ by η with the corresponding coordinate
being denoted by xη. In the example shown in Fig. 1(b),
one has ζ = x, η = y, and kζ = kx. After the partial
Fourier transformation along ζ-direction, the Hamilto-
nian of the whole system (two semi-infinite honeycomb
lattices plus a vacancy line) is reduced to one-dimensional
subsystems of different kζ , hence the total Hamiltonian
H can be written as
H =
∑
kζ
h(kζ). (9)
Note that after the partial Fourier transformation, the
vacancy line reduces to an effective vacancy for each kζ ,
and each h(kζ) contains a vacancy at the origin of A site,
xη = 0. The associated Green’s function is a function
of kζ and xη and can be written as Gαβ(xη, x
′
η, kζ , E).
Clearly, following the derivation that leads to Eqs. (3)
and (4), since there is a vacancy at xη = 0, we find that
for a given kζ , the T-matrix is given by
T (kζ , E) = V
(
1− g(xη = 0, x′η = 0, kζ , E)V
)−1
. (10)
In the limit of V →∞, one gets
T = − [g(xη = 0, x′η = 0, kζ , E)]−1 . (11)
Since edge states are created by the vacancy line, ac-
cording to Eq. (7), µζ ± vζkζ must be eigen-energies of
h(kζ) and hence these energies must appear as poles of
the T-matrix. In addition, using the fact that edge states
are described by the effective Hamiltonian given in Eq.
(8) and their energies must be poles of T , it implies that
T ∼ (E −Heff )−1. (12)
As a result, by combining Eqs. (11) and (12), we conclude
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Energies (E0) of mid-gap bound states
induced by a single vacancy. (a) Color map of E0/λSO. Mid-
gap bound states only appear inside the TI phase. The region
outside the TI phase (enclosed by the white line) is marked
as blue to indicate that there is no mid-gap bound state. (b)
and (c) show energies of mid-gap bound states along axes at
λv = 0 and λR = 0, respectively. Regions marked by blue
are for band states. It is seen that energies of mid-gap bound
states approach band edges when boundaries of the TI phase
are approached.
that g will take the following form
g(xη = 0, x
′
η = 0, kζ , E) = w(kζ , E)
(
E − µζ vζkζ
vζkζ E − µζ
)
,
(13)
where the factor w(kζ , E) is a proportional constant and
accounts for the weight associated with kζ mode. Note
that w(kζ , E) is smooth, even in kζ and it has no zeros
in E.
Using Eq. (13), the origin of the vacancy state is made
clear. We first note that the bulk Green’s function in Eq.
(6) satisfies
g(0,0, E) =
∑
kζ
g(xη = 0, x
′
η = 0, kζ , E). (14)
Combining Eqs. (13) and (14), we find
g(0,0, E) =
(
wtE − µt 0
0 wtE − µt
)
, (15)
where wt =
∑
kζ
w, µt =
∑
kζ
wµζ and we have made use
the fact that the summation
∑
wkζ vanishes due to that
w(kζ , E) is an even function of kζ . Eq. (15) then yields
two midgap bound states with a degenerate energy at
E0 = µ¯ζ ≡
∑
kζ
wµζ∑
kζ
w
. (16)
Here µ¯ζ is the weighted average of the intersecting energy
for two helical modes and hence it must lie inside the gap
|µζ | < ∆ζ , (17)
where ∆ζ is the gap along ζ-direction. In the TI phase,
since there are edge states inside the energy gap for all
orientations of edges, E must satisfy Eq. (17) for all
possible ζ, including the minimum of ∆ζ , which is the
energy of the system. Hence one concludes that in con-
sistent with the Kramers degeneracy theorem, there must
be a pair of degenerate vacancy states inside the energy
gap in the TI phase.
To verify the above conclusion, we evaluate energies of
midgap bound states induced by a single vacancy through
solving Eq. (6) numerically. Figure 2 shows energies of
midgap bound states induced by a single vacancy. It is
seen that generally the midgap bound energy E0 is not
fixed to zero and depends on values of parameters λR and
λSO. As one approaches boundaries of the TI phase, E0
moves towards edges of band gap. In the trivial insulator
phase, the midgap bound state merges into the bulk band
and become a resonant state. Hence we conclude that
only the TI phase supports midgap bound states.
III. IMPURITY BAND AND ITS EFFECTS ON
TOPOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION
In this section, we investigate effects of vacancies on Z2
topological order. For this purpose, we shall first inves-
tigate the distribution of states induced by vacancies. In
Fig. 3(a), we show typical changes of density of states for
the system in the presence of a single impurity when V in-
creases from 0 to a very large magnitude. It is seen that
two midgap bound states degenerate in energy emerge
from the band edge and settles at a fixed energy inside
the energy gap when V approaches∞. Furthermore, it is
shown that whenever a midgap bound state is induced,
a high energy state at E ∼ V is also induced at the
same time. The high energy state is localized precisely
at the impurity site and is pushed to infinity when V
goes to ∞. Therefore, each vacancy induces two midgap
states degenerated at one midgap energy. When there
are M vacancies at random positions, M midgap ener-
gies are induced. Figure 3(b) shows that as the number
of vacancies increases, these midgap bound states start
to form an impurity band inside the gap. The appear-
ance of an impurity band is in agreement with the ob-
servation made in Ref. [17]. These midgap states are
localized states. Note that since the system is composed
by spin-1/2 electrons with time-reversal symmetry and
without spin-rotation symmetry, disordered topological
insulators belong to symplectic symmetry class [22]. The
level statistics of midgap energies is thus characterized by
the so-called Gaussian sympletic ensemble [23]. In partic-
ular, for a Gaussian sympletic ensemble, the level-spacing
distribution follows Wigner-Dyson type distribution [23].
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Typical density of states for a single
impurity (a) and for many vacancies (b). Here energies are in
unit of t, λR = 0.075, and λSO = 0.18
√
3. The vacancy den-
sity in (b) is 1/9. It is seen that an impurity band emerges for
finite density of vacancies, in agreement with the observation
of Ref. [17].
Hence for midgap energies in the impurity band, the dis-
tribution of level spacings also follows the Wigner-Dyson
distribution.
From Fig. 3(a), we have the following counting for level
distribution. In a honeycomb lattice with the number of
unit cells being N , there are 2N lattice points and the
total number of states is 4N . If there are M vacancies,
the distribution of energies is as follows
Level counting

valence band : 2N −M
impurity band : M
conduction band : 2N −M
high energy states : M.
(18)
By using the above level distribution, one can charac-
terize the Z2 topological index for each band. For this
purpose, we first note that the defining property of the
non-trivial Z2 topological index is the Quantum spin Hall
effect (QSHE). Therefore, the Z2 topological index can be
evaluated by computing quantum spin Hall conductance
(QSHC). Computing the Z2 index by evaluating QSHC is
particularly useful when there is no translational invari-
ance in the presence of vacancies and one can not define
electronic Bloch states. To calculate QSHC, generally
one imposes spin-dependent twisted boundary conditions
[24] as
cαj+Nxxˆ = e
iθαx cαj ,
cβj+Ny yˆ = e
iθβy cβj . (19)
Here α, β = ±1 are the spin indices that represent the
spin state of ↑ and ↓ respectively. j specifies the site,
Nx and Ny are numbers of sites along x and y directions
respectively [refer to Fig. 1(a)], and θαx (θ
β
y ) are phases
acquired whenever an electron with spin component α
(β) goes across the boundary along x (y) directions re-
spectively. Both θαx and θ
β
y are in the range [0, 2pi]. Fol-
lowing Ref. [24], when the degeneracy between spin state
+1 and −1 is lifted, the Hall conductances are generally
represented as σαβxy which characterizes the Hall voltage
in the x direction due to electrons of spins component α
when the spin-polarized current with spin component β
flows in the y direction. The topological Chern number
that is associated with σαβxy is thus defined as [24]
Cαβ =
i
4pi
∫ ∫
dθαxdθ
β
y
[
〈 ∂ψ
∂θαx
| ∂ψ
∂θβy
〉 − 〈 ∂ψ
∂θβy
| ∂ψ
∂θαx
〉
]
,
(20)
where ψ is the many-particle ground state wavefunction
of the system. Cαβ can be collectively represented as a
2× 2 matrix, representing the non-Abelian nature of the
Hall conductance. For the quantum Hall effect (QHE),
it is entirely due to charges. The Hall conductance of
QHE is given by σH =
∑
α,β σ
αβ
xy . Hence it is clear that∑
α,β Cαβ is the corresponding Chern number associated
with QHE. On the other hand, the QSHE is defined as
the difference of Hall conductances between spin ↑ and
↓. The QSHC σsH is then given by
σsH =
∑
β
σ+βxy −
∑
β
σ−βxy =
∑
αβ
ασαβxy . (21)
As a result, the corresponding spin Chern number that
is associated with QSHE is given by
Cs =
∑
αβ
αCαβ . (22)
From Eqs. (20) and (22), it is seen that the minus sign as-
sociated with down spin can be absorbed into the twisted
phase θ↓x so that one can set θ
↓
x = −θ↑x. Therefore, to fo-
cus on the spin Chern number, one sets θ↑y = θ
↓
y = θy and
θ↑x = −θ↓x = θx and imposes the spin-dependent twisted
boundary conditions [24, 26] as follows
cj+Nxxˆ = e
iθxσzcj ,
cj+Ny yˆ = e
iθycj , (23)
where σz is the z component of the Pauli matrices and
both θx and θy are in the range [0, 2pi]. The gauge po-
tential Φ imposed by twisted boundary conditions is
Φ(ix, iy) = σz
θxix
Nx
+
θyiy
Ny
. (24)
Due to the presence of σz, Φ does not commute with H,
which reflects the non-Abelian nature of the problem.
6Note that the spin Chern number computed by the spin-
dependent twisted boundary conditions has been rigor-
ously shown to be equivalent to the Z2 topological index
[26, 27].
Following Refs. [25] and [26], using the energy eigenkets
of H with spin-dependent twisted boundary conditions,
one can compute the spin Chern number which yields
the same classification as that of Z2 topological order.
For this purpose, we discretize the space [0, 2pi]× [0, 2pi]
into M × M mesh points so that a general twisted
boundary condition is represented by θ ≡ (θp, θq) with
θp = 2pip/M , θq = 2piq/M and p, q = 0, 1, 2, 3, · · · ,M−1.
For each θ, since hopping across boundaries depends on
θ, the Hamiltonian depends on θ, H(θ), with eigenstates
being |n(θ)〉. For each bond that connects θ and θ+ δθi ıˆ
with δθi = 2pi/M and i = x or y, a non-Abelian link
variable Ui(θ) is defined as the overlap matrix
Ui(θ)mn = 〈m(θ)|n(θ + δθi ıˆ)〉, (25)
where n and m are indices of energy bands that are in-
cluded for computing the spin Chern number. From the
link variable Ui(θ), a U(1) link ui(θ) can be formed
ui(θ) = detUi(θ)/|detUi(θ)|. (26)
One can then find the lattice field strength Fxy for each
plaquette in the (θx, θy) lattice by computing
Fxy(θ) = ln [ux(θ)uy(θ + δθxxˆ) (27)
u−1x (θ + δθxxˆ+ δθy yˆ)u
−1
y (θ + δθy yˆ)
]
,
where the principle branch of logarithm is taken. The
spin Chern number is the summation of Fxy over all pla-
quettes given by
Cs =
1
2pii
∑
θ
Fxy(θ). (28)
The spin Chern number thus obtained is always an inte-
ger. Furthermore, it has the advantage of being accurate
even when the computation is done with small sizes of
honeycomb lattices [25, 26].
To characterize TI with vacancies at random positions,
we compute Cs for valence band, impurity band and con-
duction band. For a given density of vacancies, it is found
that depending on the configuration of positions for va-
cancies, the spin Chern number of each band can be ei-
ther 2 or 0. As a result, one has to perform average of Cs
over configurations of vacancies. However, we find that
as long as there is no overlap between these bands, Cs
of the impurity band always vanishes. Hence Cs of the
conduction band is always opposite to that of the valence
band.
To confirm the validity of computed Cs based on Eq.
(28), for a given vacancy configuration, we examine the
bulk-edge correspondence by computing the energy spec-
trum for honeycomb ribbons with the armchair edges. To
this end, it is convenient to compute the spectral function
A(~k, ω) defined by
A(~k, ω) = − 1
Npi
Im

4∑
j=1
4N∑
n,m=1
|〈n|ψ(k˜, j,m)〉|2
(ω − En) + iΓ
 , (29)
where Γ is an energy scale characterizing energy reso-
lution, |n〉 is the n-th energy eigenstate of the impure
system with eigen-energy En, and |ψ(~k, j,m)〉 is the en-
ergy eigenstate in the absence of vacancy with ~k being the
wave vector after Fourier transformation. Figure 4 shows
the spectral function A of a honeycomb ribbon with arm-
chair edges in the presence of vacancies for different va-
cancy densities. Here the listed spin Chern numbers are
computed by using Eq.(28) based on twisted boundary
conditions. The armchair edges are along the x direc-
tion so we have the conserved wave vector kx. It is seen
that for small vacancy densities when Cs does not van-
ish for both valence and conduction bands, edges states
exist and coexist with the impurity band at the center.
Furthermore, in consistent with the bulk-edge correspon-
dence, edge states reside between the impurity band and
the valence band or the conduction band. As the density
of vacancies increases, the strength of the impurity band
increases and eventually Cs for all energy bands vanish.
In this case, as shown in Fig. 4(c), edge states diminish
as well.
As indicated in the above, to explore the nature of
transition, it is necessary to compute the averaged spin
Chern number. In Fig. 5, we show the averaged spin
Chern number for the valence band of TIs in the presence
vacancies which positions are only at A sites or distribute
equally at A sites and B sites. The validity of computa-
tions based on Eq.(28) is also checked by direct computa-
tion of the corresponding systems with open boundaries.
It is seen that a phase transition from TI to a trivial insu-
lator occurs as density of vacancies increases. However,
depending on positions of vacancies, the transition can be
either first order when vacancies are randomly chosen at
A sites or continuous when vacancies are randomly cho-
sen equally at A sites or B sites. As we shall explore in
the following, the mechanism that causes different transi-
tion behaviors lies in the speed of the Dirac cones being
depleted. Since the formation of Dirac cones involves
with both A sites and B sites, removing points in A sites
and B sites simultaneously will start to deplete the Dirac
cone and the depletion is proportional to the number of
points being removed. As a result, the transition is con-
tinuous when vacancies are distributed equally at A sites
and B sites. On the other hand, removing points solely
at A sites does not deplete the Dirac cone immediately
at first until when too many A points are removed, the
bi-partite nature is destroyed. At that point, further in-
crease of vacancies induces a discontinuous transition to
a trivial insulator with Cs = 0.
To explore the mechanism of how Z2 topological or-
der is destroyed by vacancies, we first note that near
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Coexistence of edge states and the impurity band exhibited in the spectral function A(kx, ω) of a
honeycomb ribbon with armchair edges for different vacancy densities: (a) 0% (Cs = 2 for the valence band, Cs = −2 for the
conduction band) (b) 3% (Cs = 2 for valence band, Cs = 0 for the impurity band, Cs = −2 for the conduction band) (c) 30%
(Cs = 0 for all energy bands). Here kx is the wave vector along armchair edges, Γ = 0.01, λR = 0.075, λSO = 0.18
√
3, and the
size of the honeycomb ribbon is 100× 8. Here the listed spin Chern numbers are computed by using Eq.(28) based on twisted
boundary conditions.
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Phase transition of TI to a trivial
insulator due to the presence of vacancies at random positions.
Here the averaged spin Chern number (Cs) is computed for
the valence band with vacancies being located only at A sites
(solid circle) or equally distributed at A sites and B sites
(open circle). Parameters in the plot are M = 10, λR = 0.075,
λSO = 0.18
√
3, and the average is taken over 100 vacancy
configurations.
the phase boundary when the energy gap vanishes, the
dominant contribution of the spin Chern number is from
k points near the Dirac points due to the singularity in-
duced by band touching of conduction and valence bands.
It is known that the Dirac cones continue to dominate
the contribution of Z2 topological order even when the
system is away from the phase boundary [28]. There-
fore, it is essential to examine how Dirac cones evolve
with the introduction of vacancies. For this purpose, we
examine the spectral function A(~k, ω) near Dirac cones
using the periodic boundary conditions so that the spec-
tral weight only reflects effects due to vacancies not due
to edge states. In Fig. 6(a), we show side view of A(~k, ω)
of a honeycomb lattice in the TI phase with a size of
100×8. A clear peak located right at the Dirac point
is exhibited. The peak that reflects the spectral weight
near Dirac cones is depleted quickly once vacancies are
introduced, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Here the number of va-
cancies is 90, i.e., density of vacancies is 6.25%. Clearly,
it shows that the diminishing of Cs correlates with the
depletion of Dirac cones. To further differentiate effects
due to distribution of vacancies on different sub-lattices,
we compute the density of states for 20 vacancies in a
50×50 honeycomb lattice with vacancies being solely dis-
tributed at A sites, denoted by DOS(A), and vacancies
be distributed equally at A sites and B sites, denoted as
DOS(AB). The difference of densities of states is shown in
Fig. 6(c). Clearly, the difference, DOS(A)-DOS(AB), is
pronounced at several energies. Here dashed and dotted
lines indicate energies of gaps at Dirac points (K point),
while dot-dashed lines indicate energies at M points. It is
seen that removing points solely at A sites tends to keep
a higher spectral weight at symmetry points (K and M
points) in k space. As a result, the Dirac cones are less
depleted when vacancies are distributed solely at A sites.
The analyses shown here show that direct depletion of the
Dirac cones is the main mechanism for transition from
the TIs to trivial insulators for low concentrations of va-
cancies. For higher concentration of vacancies, as shown
in Fig. 4, the impurity band starts to overlap with energy
bands and destructs of Z2 topological order eventually.
8FIG. 6: (Color online) Depletion of Dirac cones exhibited in A(k, ω) and the density of states. Here (a) and (b) show the side
view of A(k, ω) along ω axis for a honeycomb lattice of size 100 × 8 with different number of vacancies: (a) 0% (b) 6.26%.
A sharp peak at Dirac point is clearly revealed in (a) but is depleted quickly when vacancies are introduced, as shown in (b).
(c) Difference of densities of states for 20 vacancies in a 50×50 honeycomb lattice with vacancies being solely distributed at A
sites, DOS(A), and vacancies being distributed equally at A sites and B sites, DOS(AB). Here λR = 0.075, and λSO = 0.18
√
3.
Dashed and dotted lines indicate energy of gaps at Dirac points, while dot-dashed lines indicate energies at M points. It is seen
that the Dirac cones are less depleted when vacancies are solely distributed at A sites.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In summary, we have shown that vacancies in the TI
phase of the Kane-Mele model always induce midgap
bound states. These midgap bound states result from
curving edge states into the surroundings of vacancies.
The same reasoning can be generalized to investigate
point vacancies or line vacancies in 3D TIs. In this case,
the T-matrix still obeys Eq. (4). By introducing a plane
of vacancies passing through ~r = 0 that cuts infinite 3D
lattice into two semi-infinite 3D lattices and following
similar considerations that lead to Eq. (14), one arrives
at
g(0,0, E) =
∑
kα,kβ
g(xγ = 0, x
′
γ = 0, kα, kβ , E), (30)
where kα and kβ are wave vectors in two orthogonal di-
rections of the plane with vacancies and xγ is the coor-
dinate of the axis in perpendicular to the plane. For 3D
TIs, since there are midgap surface states characterized
by spectrum ±v‖k‖ + µ‖ with k‖ =
√
k2α + k
2
β , the same
reasoning leads to the conclusion that in the low energy
sector, g must take the following form
g(0γ , 0γ , kα, kβ , E) =
w(kα, kβ , E)
[
E − µ‖ v‖(kα − ikβ)
v‖(kα + ikβ) E − µ‖
]
, (31)
where v‖ is the speed of electrons in surface states, µ‖
is the energy of the Dirac point, and w(kα, kβ , E) is the
weight associated with k‖ and is a smooth function of
E. Hence we arrive at a conclusion similar to Eq. (17)
with ∆ζ being replaced by the gap ∆‖ of ~k that lies in
directions perpendicular to γ. As a result, one also con-
cludes that there must be a pair of degenerated states
inside the energy gap for a single vacancy in 3D topo-
logical insulators. This conclusion is in agreement with
direct numerical simulations investigated in Ref. [29].
Similarly, for a singe line of vacancies along δ direction,
performing a partial Fourier transform on the Hamilto-
nian along δ reduces the problem to a 2D problem with
a point vacancy. Hence there must be a pair of degener-
ated states inside the energy gap for every kδ mode along
9each line of vacancies in 3D TIs.
In addition to showing that midgap bound states must
arise in the presence of a single vacancy, we also show that
an impurity band emerges when the number of vacancies
increases. The impurity band mixes directly with edge
states. However, the impurity band always has trivial
topological structure and the Z 2 topological order per-
sists in both the conduction band and the valence band.
Hence edge states exist between the impurity band and
perturbed conduction or valence band. The mechanism
behind the transition from TI to a trivial insulator due
to vacancies is shown to be resulted from the depletion
of Dirac cones. Furthermore, due to different speeds of
depleting Dirac cones, the transition can be either first
order when vacancies are randomly chosen at A sites or
continuous when vacancies are randomly chosen equally
at A sites or B sites.
While so far in this work we only consider effects of va-
cancies, our results are not restricted to the limit V →∞.
For finite and large V , Eq. (6) is modified with a correc-
tion of O(1/V ). Hence midgap bound states induced by
vacancies are shifted by the order of O(1/V ), in agree-
ment with results shown in Fig. 3. The phase boundary
for midgap bound states shown in Fig. 2 then remains the
same. As a result, the impurity band is also shifted by
a similar amount. The majority of our results remains
valid and provides useful characterization of electronic
states induced by point defects in TIs.
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